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Intelligence

Surmounting the consumer disconnect
on farmed seafood

29 January 2016
By Phil Walsh

Seafood industry veteran Phil Walsh on common sense and
America’s insatiable appetite for salmon

I’ve never considered it strange that my
neighbor Doug likes to hunt deer. The fact that
he also raises deer and sells venison for a
living doesn’t mean he can’t enjoy deer
hunting. What I did �nd strange was when he
offered me some venison last November,
saying, “I got a nice buck a couple days back,
so you got a choice — you want some from the
farm or you want some steaks off my buck?”

Why would I want some lean, stringy (and
likely wormy) meat when I could have juicy,
tender steaks from a grain-fed deer that had
been killed and cleaned under optimum
conditions? Common sense, right?

(https://debug.globalseafood.org)
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Which is exactly what’s lacking when it comes
to the media’s perception of farmed �sh — and
consequently the perceptions of many
consumers. They likely think it’s been raised in
dirty water and shot up with antibiotics, just

like they read about on the Internet.

The truth? Anything but the purest water is detrimental to �sh’s health. And, to use salmon as an
example, southern Chile — seemingly every critic’s prime target — is just above the Antarctic Circle,
where one can �nd some of the purest ocean water on the planet. As for antibiotics, sure, there are
times when juveniles get sick and antibiotics are be used to restore them to good health, but never —
not once — has the U.S. Food and Drug Administration found so much as a trace of antibiotics in
farmed salmon by the time it reaches our ports; all the animals must go through a withdrawal period
before being slaughtered and processed.

Salmon of the Americas (SOTA) was organized by salmon farmers from Chile who, genuinely
bewildered by the American public’s negative reactions to farmed Atlantic salmon, sought to rebut
unfounded allegations with peer-reviewed science. The website grew noticeably quieter during its last
few years because, in spite of continued media scaremongering, they were selling all the salmon they
could produce.

The public understands that America has the safest food on the planet and that if half of the negative
things that are reported on farmed salmon were true, it wouldn’t be made available to us. They also
understand that salmon is good for them in every way — that it’s quick and easy to prepare, and that,
aside from tasting really good, it’s good for them. Our doctors are urging us to eat more of it — how bad
can it be?

Fish pens, photo courtesy of Adobe Stock Images.
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The arrival of “Norwegian Salmon,” as farmed Atlantics came to be known, was a celebrated event.
Sparkling fresh salmon in the dead of winter! Prior to that all we had was seasonal Alaska salmon, and
while eating a freshly grilled chunk of king salmon in June is great, most of it was just tired,
unappealing �sh over the majority of the calendar. But it was cheap. Farmed Atlantics are so good they
almost put Alaska’s salmon �shermen out of business. Propelled by an ad campaign fueled with oil
money and supported with vastly improved quality, Alaska came back strong, proving to all that
America’s appetite for good salmon is insatiable.

I took some farmed Atlantic salmon to Doug’s place a few days before Christmas, maneuvering the
elaborate system of gates that keep his venison penned up. As he took the 6-pound �llet out of the
Styrofoam box, he said, “Looks real fresh.” I told him it was as good as salmon gets, particularly given
the thickness of the �llet. When I added that it was farm-raised and he asked, “Where from?” I said,
“Chile.”

“Well I’ll be damned.”

“What?”

“They’ve been trashin’ farmed salmon for years, talkin’ about dirty water and whatnot. It don’t take but
an ounce a common sense to see they’re just trying sell ad space. Chickens, cows…now salmon. But
they just keep cycling back to it, and I now I know why.”

I looked at him expectantly.

“Pinochet. They got it all mixed up with Pinochet.”

“That’s crazy, Doug. Makes no sense at all.”

“Since when did that stop the presses? I’m tellin’ you, they got the salmon all mixed up with that mess
that took place way back. Otherwise, you tell me, where’s all that meanness comin’ from? How come
they can’t let it alone?”

Something I’ve been wondering for a long time.
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